DOCTORAL PROGRAM IN ROMANCE LINGUISTICS

List of Participating Faculty and Department

*Department of Anthropology*
Courtney Handman, Assistant Professor
Elizabeth L. Keating, Professor
Anthony K. Webster, Professor

*Department of English*
Mary E. Blockley, Professor
Lars Hinrichs, Associate Professor

*Department of French and Italian*
David Birdsong, Professor
Carl Blyth, Associate Professor
Barbara Bullock, Professor
Cinzia Russi, Associate Professor

*Department of Germanic Studies*
Hans C. Boas, Professor
Nick Henry, Assistant Professor
Marc Pierce, Associate Professor
Per Urlaub, Associate Professor

*Department of Linguistics*
David I. Beaver, Professor
John T. Beavers, Associate Professor
Megan J. Crowhurst, Associate Professor
Katrin E. Erk, Associate Professor
Nora C. England, Professor
Patience L. Épps, Associate Professor
Ian Hancock, Professor
Hans Kamp, Visiting Professor
Danny Law, Assistant Professor
Richard P. Meier, Professor
Scott P. Myers, Professor
David Quinto-Pozos, Associate Professor
Rajka Smiljanic, Associate Professor
Harvey M. Sussman, R. P. Doherty, Sr. Centennial Professorship in Communication
Stephen M. Wechsler, Professor
Anthony C. Woodbury, Professor

*Department of Philosophy*
Lawrence R. Buchanan, Assistant Professor

*Department of Spanish and Portuguese*